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Businesses weigh value of closing so staff can go to Global 
Climate Strike in Vancouver 
September 26, 2019 – Business owners who have chosen to close on Sept. 27, for at least part of the 
day, so employees can take part in the Global Climate Strike have made a calculated decision. 

Sure, they will forego some revenue. The business bump that they could reap from being seen to be 
onside with those who urge action to stop climate changes, however, may in the long term increase 
sales, profit and employee loyalty far more than the association is likely to induce short-term losses. 

Indeed, incorporating sustainability into a corporate brand, and being seen to be part of the solution to 
global climate change, makes sense for many ventures, say academics, such as Simon Fraser University 
professor emeritus Lindsay Meredith, and retail analysts, such as Dig360 owner David Gray.  

Many Metro Vancouver-based companies, including MEC, Lush Cosmetics North America, Nature’s Path 
Foods and a grocer that forsakes single-use packaging, Nada, plan to support workers who want to 
attend the climate-change rally that starts at 1 p.m. at Vancouver city hall. Similar rallies are being held 
across Canada, and the well-known teenage global anti-climate-change activist Greta Thunberg will be in 
Montreal. Read more in Vancourier.  

 

Greta Thunberg was right: There is an alternative to 
'eternal economic growth': Don Pittis 
 
September 26, 2019 – In a quote heard around the world this week a 16-year-old climate activist threw 
down the gauntlet. 
 
Greta Thunberg's passion reached deep into our hearts when she angrily called on our leaders to stop 
the suffering and dying, to stop entire ecosystems from collapsing. 
 
But with the next sentence in that widely quoted appeal for action, Thunberg did something many of the 
most powerful people in the world will find harder to swallow: she thrust a knife into the beating heart 
of conventional economics. 
 
"We are at the beginning of a mass extinction, and all you can talk about is money and fairy tales of 
eternal economic growth. How dare you!" 
 
To most economists, money and endless economic growth are no fairy tales, they are essential to how 
the world works, how lives are improved, how people earn their living. 
 
But there is another way of understanding economics that comes under the general title of sustainable 
prosperity, and a Canadian economist is one of the world's principal exponents of how such a system 
would work. Read more in CBC.  

https://www.vancourier.com/news/businesses-weigh-value-of-closing-so-staff-can-go-to-global-climate-strike-in-vancouver-1.23958728
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/business-climate-strike-1.5293916


Keith Weed Wants To Fix Advertising's Growing Trust 
Problem 
September 26, 2019 – Keith Weed, the former Unilever Global CMO, is on a mission to curb consumers’ 
eroding level of trust in advertising. 

It’s not a new problem, of course. As the former CMO of one of the world’s biggest FMCG companies, he 
can testify the trust problem is global in scope. As Weed noted in his presentation at Advertising Week 
this afternoon, consumer trust levels have been declining for years. Digital media has served as an 
“accelerator,” as he put it, in those declining trust levels. Now, Weed says, he’s determined to rally the 
industry to do something about it. And he’s using his position as president of the UK’s Advertising 
Association to get the ball rolling.  

The group commissioned research that showed one-quarter of UK consumers believe advertising has no 
redeeming value whatsoever. 

The good news, per the research: Most people think advertising is a good thing, but with downsides. At 
its best, it is informative, entertaining and even lifesaving. At its worst, it can be extremely misleading, 
privacy depriving, mind-numbingly intrusive and potentially, a hazard to your health. 

Which is why the time to act is now, says Weed, before the pendulum swings so negative the cause is 
lost and advertising simply becomes noise with no future. And if advertising goes away, so does a lot a 
free stuff we’ve come to take for granted, like GPS systems, lots of entertainment and email. 
(Remember when AOL and others used to charge for that?) Not to mention a free press, or at least a 
subsidized form of it. which is currently exposing some of the most egregious abuses of political power 
in the history of the U.S. presidency.   

So Weed and the Advertising Association have come up with an action plan he hopes to rally the 
marketing, agency and media industries around. The elements include reducing ad bombardment; 
addressing excessive frequency and re-targeting; creating “best in class” standards; reinforcing 
consumer privacy (interestingly he didn’t mention GDPR); and punctuating the good things that 
advertising can impact, like positive social change. Read more in MediaPost.  

Amazon bolsters Alexa privacy after user trust takes a hit 
September 30, 2019 – Within the first five minutes of Amazon's product launch event last week, 
hardware chief David Limp's voice took on a serious tone. As he walked across a stage at the company's 
Seattle headquarters, a Twitter message appeared on a large screen behind him, from a customer 
worried about the tech giant's voice assistant. "@AmazonHelp," it read, "I have privacy concerns 
surrounding your Alexa device." 

Limp addressed the hundreds of reporters and analysts at the event. "I know many of you have written 
headlines about this over the past year," he said. "And we care about this." 

Then Limp demonstrated how seriously Amazon is taking privacy, unveiling a host of new features that 
give consumers more control over Alexa privacy settings. Those features include auto-deleting 

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/341279/keith-weed-wants-to-fix-advertisings-growing-trus.html


recordings, preventing Alexa from turning on at unintended times and more privacy controls for Ring 
home-security cameras. Read more in CNet.   

 ‘Who actually loves authentic content?’ Brands need to 
understand their value exchange 
 
September 30, 2019 – A few years ago I was working on the Coffee vs Gangs content series. After a 
successful launch, which saw Kenco help young Hondurans out of gangs by training them as coffee 
farmers, l found myself in an all agency meeting. After some initial self-congratulatory backslapping, 
discussion of the ‘raw authenticity’ led to a new addition to the group confidently chiming in. 
 
‘I loved the first series and was wondering if it might be possible to see some of the kids from the gangs 
drinking Kenco’. 
 
Awkward pause.  We’ll come back to that. 
 
Fast-forward a few years to The Drum Content Awards, of which I recently had the pleasure of sitting on 
the judging panel. To kick off the day all the judges took part in an ice breaker, where we were asked to 
share our thoughts on ‘authenticity’ in content.  Read more in The Drum.  
 

https://www.cnet.com/news/amazon-bolsters-alexa-privacy-after-user-trust-takes-a-hit/
https://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2019/09/30/who-actually-loves-authentic-content-brands-need-understand-their-value-exchange
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